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Introduction 

Think brainstorming, diagramming, and capturing 
ideas without paper constraints. Then move things 
around; link to documents; add notes, images, 
references; color-code, sort. Now that’s a visual 
aid! Mind maps can be used to organize research, 
diagram results, outline a family narrative, and brainstorm ideas to break through brick walls. 

What is a Mind Map? 
Mind-maps are not a “new” tool.  Tony Buzan coined and trademarked the word combination in 
the 1970s; however, people have been brainstorming, diagramming, and generally capturing 
ideas on paper, restaurant napkins, and chalk boards for years. Some say the technique has been 
used for centuries.  They are frequently used for business, writing, project management, and 
even note-taking.  Studies show that effectiveness, creativity, and educational memory increase 
with their use.  

It is only natural, then, that literally dozens of apps would be 
developed to enhance the process, replacing paper sketches 
with dynamic, colorful works of art.  While not originally 
developed with the genealogist in mind, the problem-solving 
nature of genealogical research makes a mind map 
application a perfect addition to our toolbox. 

Which one to use?   

Mind-mapping tools come in all varieties, from simple to massive, free to expensive. With over 
50 programs to choose from, and an unlimited number of individuals writing about or 
demonstrating how to create a mind-map, it is important to feel confident finding our own path.  
While publications and videos/webinars are a great resource, hands-on experimentation is 
crucial in order to sort out personal preferences.  

If you are a self-starter, you might experiment with Popplet.com (shown in example on next 
page) for quick success.  Since you simply enter information as found, recolor items as needed, 
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and drag to reorganize, the tool is fairly intuitive. If you prefer more detailed explanations about 
procedures for this or other programs, then a book or a webinar (see resources) may be helpful. 
Examples of a few will be presented in class; the resource list provides more information on 
where to begin the search for your perfect program. 

How Do Mind Maps Work?  An Example: 

The question “When and where did Maria (Long) Brooks die?” was a question I needed 
answered.  For decades, all published information about Maria placed her death in  
December 1900 in Christiana, Delaware, citing a “will proved.”  Personal research, however, 
traced Maria and family west from Delaware to Kansas by 1870 and to Oregon by 1880. 
Examination of the will cited by so many revealed it was the wrong Maria Brooks!   

Using a mind map to organize this 
project moved me from staring at a 
hodgepodge of information spanning 
five states and several decades to having 
clarity of vision and purpose.  With past 
research results diagrammed, it was easy 
to brainstorm next steps and potential 
research paths.  

The diagram then became a working 
document, allowing me to capture new 
information and images as each research 
step was completed.   

Not only did this make quick work of the 
brick wall, but I continue to reap the benefits with my ongoing research. 

What Can I Use Mind Maps For? 

The ways to use mind maps is only limited by personal creativity. How we use them, and what 
we use them for, is a personal style preference. That said, there are some common uses for 
genealogy, which include: 

• Make a Research Plan 

• Analyze the Data  

• View Relationships 

• Compare People with the Same 
Names 

• Gather FAN or Cluster Data 

• Brainstorm Brick Wall Solutions 

• Outline a Narrative 

• Map DNA Results 
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We will explore the details of how to do each of the above in class in an easy to follow 
way. In fact, some like to follow along, but that is not required. 

How Do I Begin? 

What makes a mind map special is its flexibility. You can brainstorm things in whatever order 
the ideas come to you. Reorganize as you desire by dragging things around, or change a formal 
hierarchal structure.  

First, start with a central idea or theme. Then tab or “return” your way to multiple levels of ideas 
beyond that. App settings provide flexibility of color, node shapes, and layout. 

Examples 

Dump then Reorganize: A brain dump – of places to research and records to view – quickly 
becomes an organized task list with call numbers and other details available at a glance.  

 

Add documents, images, links, and text: Documents, images, and web-links may be 
connected to a node, and text – like research notes – can be saved with to open and view easily 
as well. Images may be saved to open in thumbnail view, or full size according to personal 
preference. 
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Gather and organize: Doing FAN club, 
immigrant cluster, or same surname research? 
This is a great fit. Gather seemingly random 
data about potential ancestors, cousins, and 
others without the need to “place” them in a 
specific family. Keep all of the source 
documentation with each individual’s node for 
further analysis. Then as information begins to 
make conclusions possible, move people to their rightful familial location with a simple drag and 
drop. Their data travels with them. Move one person or entire families with ease.  

Zoom in on the Problem: Whether chasing an elusive ancestor, determining which of two or 
three same name-individuals belongs to your clan, or trying to push past a brick wall, having 
only the pertinent people and  information on a chart or 
diagram in front of you is helpful. No need for expensive 
diagram software; use your favorite mind mapping tool.  

Considering mapping out a DNA research plan to 
maintain focus. Track known matches, data, and storage 
locations, along with paper documentation to support the 
relationships as your project progresses. New yet-
unproven matches can be mapped as well, without 
connecting until sufficient information is available. 

Share: Naturally, any diagram or chart can be shared whether via print to PDF or a screenshot. 
But some apps include the option to share in the cloud or slideshows. 

Map out Complex Cases 

Again, what makes a mind map special is its 
flexibility. Mind maps have been used to 
chart extremely complex cases in a very 
visual way. We can keep adding as new 
information comes available.  

Draw links between related parts on 
opposite ends of the diagram (not shown). 
Add color to show generational status.  

We can even link multiple mind maps 
together.  
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Final Thoughts 

There is no right or wrong way to use a mind-map, except as with any research project, to forget 
to base it on a central question or theme.  

If the styles presented here don’t make sense, try Ron Arons’ book which offers some images of 
very complex cases using tools not demonstrated in this class. Wanting to start simple? Try 
starting a Popplet while watching Thomas MacEntee’s webinar on Legacy FamilyTree Webinars. 

Resources 

• Arons, Ron. Mind Maps for Genealogy: Enhanced Research Planning, Correlation, and Analysis, Oakland: 
Criminal Research , 2014. 

• Gee, Vic, "Who Invented Mind Mapping: Questions of Origin,” Software for mind mapping and information 
organisation.  https://www.mind-mapping.org/index.php?title=Who_invented_mind_mapping 

• O’Gara, Jacob. “Organize your Thoughts and Ideas with this List of the 15 Best Mind Mapping Tools,” Digital 
Trends, http://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/best-mind-mapping-tools/ 

• MacEntee, Thomas. “Mind Mapping Your Research Plans and Results,” Legacy Family Tree Webinars, 
familytreewebinars.com 

• Popplet: “Try it Out,” the easiest way to get started, popplet.com, popplet.com, 

• SimpleMind, an easy to use downloadable app; has both free and paid versions, simplemind, simpleapps.eu/
simplemind/ 

• Wikipedia. “List of concept- and mind-mapping software”; provides a very thorough list of both free and paid 
software as well as freeware options; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_concept-_and_mind-
mapping_software 
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